
"Culture can be likened to a giant, extraordinary complex,
subtle computer. Its programs guide the actions and responses
of human being in every walk of life. This process requires
attention to everything people do to survive, advance in the
world, and gain satisfaction from life.”

- Edward T. Hall -
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The role and influence of national culture
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Several studies confirmed that national culture has a significant impact on
corporate culture: beliefs, values, group and power dynamics are bound to affect
communication styles, driving factors, personal expectations, standards.

What challenges do organizations face in an increasingly globalized place? Can
knowledge and understanding of basic concepts and social conventions be
assumed across different societies? What is the meaning of "culture",  and how does
it influence every aspect of human behaviour?

Let's find out!
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In 1976, anthropologist E.T. Hall developed the iceberg analogy of culture:  he
theorized that if culture was an iceberg, some of its aspects (above the water line)
would be visible and obvious to everyone, while most of them (the unconscious
aspects) would be hidden below the water line and only accessible to outsiders
after a certain amount of time spent observing and learning about the new culture.

The iceberg of culture model

CONSCIOUS/OBSERVABLE

Surface culture (above the
water line): language, food, art,
music, fashion, literature,
rituals, flags, festivals, etc.

UNCONSCIOUS/NOT
OBSERVABLE

Deep culture (below the water
line): values, social norms,
unspoken and unconscious
rules, sense of time, personal
space and concept of privacy,
"right" and "wrong", non-verbal
communication, gender roles,
courtesy and manners, etc.



Around 70% of the world cultures are estimated to be high-context (according to
Hall's definition and classification of high- and low-context cultures, with high-
context indicating a situation where most knowledge happens "below the water
line").
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World cultures: communication

High-context cultures
(most knowledge happens

below the water line)

Include - to varying extents -
most Latin-American, Southern
European,  Asian and African
countries, tribal communities
around the world.

Low-context cultures
(most knowledge happens

above the water line)

Include - to varying extents -
Scandinavian countries, most
English and German speaking 
countries (with the exception of
tribal communities).

What are the main differences between the two sub-groups, and why does context
matter in intercultural communication?
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Low-context cultures

Messages are
explicit, direct, and

clearly
understandable
for both insiders

and outsiders

The use of non-
verbal

communication
is limited

Written
communication is

common and
relied on,

contracts tend to
be long and

detailed

Decisions are
made after

evaluation of facts
and data; rules
and procedures

are followed
closely

Learning occurs
by following

explanations of
others and clear

instructions

Strong
compartmentaliza-

tion tendencies:
relationships, tasks,

activities, do not
mix

Sources of
knowledge are

usually external,
public, ideally
accessible at

anytime by
anyone
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High-context cultures

Messages are 
usually implicit,

requiring some some
degree of

interpretation to be
understood

The use of non-
verbal

communication
(voice, gestures,
etc) is significant

Reliance on 
written

communication is
low: knowledge of
"unwritten" rules

tends to be
assumed

 Strong "in-group
mentality",

differentiating
between who
belongs and

outsiders

Learning occurs 
mainly by

observing others
first and

replicating
afterwards

Decisions are
mainly based on

emotional factors
and feelings. Rules

and procedures
are somewhat

flexible

Understanding 
 is "internalized", 

 knowledge
acquisition patterns

are not entirely
conscious



Chronemics is the term that indicates the study of the role and use of time in
communication: it includes individual perceptions about time and ways time affects
interactions (eg, punctuality, speed of speech, task prioritization, power dynamics,
etc.). With regard to time management, high-context cultures are usually
polychronic, while low-context cultures are monochronic.
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World cultures: chronemics

Polychronic cultures
(cyclical time, based on a

repetition of natural cycles
and patterns)

Include - to varying extents -
most Latin-American, Southern
European,  Asian and African
countries, tribal communities
around the world.

Monochronic cultures
(linear time, based on "man

made", clock-based, time
measurement criteria)

Include - to varying extents -
Scandinavian countries, most
English and German speaking 
countries (with the exception of
tribal communities).

How do different perceptions of time affect global organizations? What challenges
are likely to arise when implementation and delivery of a project involve different
cultural groups?
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Monochronic cultures

Monochronic 
time is linear and
sequential: from
task A to task B,

one event
follows the 

other

Time is a
precious and

tangible
commodity that

one cannot
afford to waste

There is a time
and a place for

everything:
monochronic
cultures value

careful planning

Meeting
deadlines is
crucial: it is

important to
establish "when"
things must be

achieved

Orderliness and
appropriateness
are appreciated,
interruptions are

not welcome

Focus is on 
doing one thing at

the time, on keeping
to plans and on

respecting previous
commitments

Schedules are
important, time-

keeping is
associated with

efficiency,
preciseness, and

reputation
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Polychronic cultures

Polychronic time 
is cyclical and

concurrent:
different events

take place
simultaneously

People tend 
to live for the

moment (present
and past

orientation) and 
to do several

things at once

Life is
unpredictable and

distractions are
part of it:

scheduling is not
fundamental

Things
people are doing
are valued over

the time-frame in
which they are

happening

Polychrons 
manage

interruptions well,
without

worrying about
deadlines

Previous
commitments will
be respected if

possible: plans can
be altered to fit a

situation as it
changes

Relationships 
are more important

than  tasks (eg, a
sudden help request

will be prioritized
over punctuality 

to a meeting) 



High-context, polychronic societies do also share another common characteristic:
a collectivist orientation. On the other hand, low-context, monochronic societies
tend to be individualistic.
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World cultures: collectivism/individualism

Collectivist cultures

Include - to varying extents -
most Latin-American, Southern
European,  Asian and African
countries, tribal communities
around the world.

Individualistic cultures

Include - to varying extents -
Scandinavian countries, most
English and German speaking 
countries (with the exception of
tribal communities).

The main difference between the two sub-groups is an "I" vs a "We" orientation that
impacts personal priorities and needs (Maslow's hierarchy of needs may not
necessarily apply to members of non-Western cultures).
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Individualistic cultures

People in
individualistic

cultures (typically
Western societies)

appear to be
happier than those

in collectivist
cultures

Focus is on
personal priorities

and self-realization:
people value 
freedom and

individual
achievements

Happiness 
is reserved for 
those who are

successful
or perceive

themselves as
such

Self-concepts
are based on 

personal
traits rather than
social roles ("I am 

kind" vs "I am a 
good son")

Self-reliance
is important.

Individuals are
expected to take

care of themselves
and a few loved

ones

Individualistic
cultures share a

DOING orientation:
activities

are prioritized over
relationships

Individualistic
societies are guilt-
based: people are

responsible for
their own

achievements and
failures
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Collectivist cultures

Collectivist
societies are

group oriented
(family, extended

family, tribe,
organization, 

etc).

The group
takes care

of individuals,
individuals are

loyal to the
group they
belong to

Collective interest
is more important

than personal
pursuits: the focus
is on maintaining
social harmony

Collectivist
societies are

shame-based. They
tend  to value
cooperation 

and group
consensus

Self-concepts
are based on

social roles rather
that personal
traits ("I am a
good son" vs 

"I am kind")

Non-verbal
communication is

often aimed at
preventing 

"loss of face" (public
humiliation) from 

happening

Members of
collective

cultures are 
likely to practice

extreme self-
control to avoid
hurting others



"Power resides where men believe it resides. No more and no less."
 - George R.R. Martin - 
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World cultures: power distance

High Power Distance
cultures

Examples of high power
distance cultures are: the Arab
world, most Latin American,
Asian and African countries,
some European countries 
(e.g. France and Poland)

Low Power Distance
cultures

Examples of low power
distance cultures are English,
and German speaking
countries, Scandinavian and
some Latin American countries
(eg Costa Rica)

Power Distance, one of Hofstede's cultural dimensions, is the extent to which
societies and organizations accept power inequality among their members. In a
work related scenario, understanding how people deal with power and authority is
crucial to prevent costly mistakes from happening.
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Low power distance cultures

Societies
characterized by a

low PDI (Power
Distance Index)

promote
independence and

social equality

Authority is
usually

decentralized
and democratic,
unfairness is not

well tolerated

Critical
thinking is

encouraged from
an early age,

people value and
take pride in

problem solving
abilities

The societal
structure is flat:

leaders are 
more likely to
"consult" and

"guide" than they
are to "impose"

Employees
members of a low
power distance

culture are likely 
 to discuss issues
and solutions with

their superiors

Collective
involvement and
participation are

important: workers
are encouraged  to
take initiative and

to share their 
views

In low PDI 
cultures  juniors

(in terms of either
age or rank) do
often question
and challenge 

 authority
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High power distance cultures

In societies
characterized by a

high PDI (Power
Distance Index)

authority is
usually centralized

and autocratic

There is a clear
distinction

between leaders
and followers,

with both parties
endorsing
inequality

Strong hierarchy
is "normal" and

accepted, people
depend to a large

extent on
"power holders"

In a high PDI 
society, workers 
are unlikely to do
something unless

explicit and
instructions 
are provided

Power holders 
are entitled to

special treatment
are usually not

approachable to
subordinates

Unethical
behavior, if power

holders are
involved, is likely to
go undetected or

unreported

Subordinates are
not empowered

and are expected
to "behave and

comply"
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